
Introduction to the programme

4NGELS is a programme financed by

European Commission, that aims at

connecting European business angel

networks by sharing the good practices

across countries represented by 4 business

angel networks, including: EstBAN (Estonia),

FiBAN (Finland), Cobin Angels (Poland),

Business Angels of Slovenia (Slovenia) and

Civitta (Programme Coordinator).

4NGELS PROGRAMME

Benefits of the Programme

4NGLES activities will focus on identifying and proposing practical solutions to eliminate obstacles

for cross-border angel investments, increase investors knowledge and bring education about foreign

markets. Various activities will serve investors to exchange experiences, network with each other and

transfer knowledge among participants. Investors will also have a chance to aquire international

dealflow and co-invest with other participants. On the other hand, 4NGELS will include startups

participation in training and pitching events, preparing them for international funding rounds with BA.

4NGELS experiences in numbers

Timeline & updates

The program will begin in early 2023 and consists of 4 cross-border batches over two years. Each

batch will focus on one of 4 markets at a time. You can join all half-year’ training batches or the ones

you are the most interested in. Joining the program is free of charge and does not come with any

obligations. We will inform you of further updates regarding the timeline and the program.

Activities dedicated to 4NGELS participants

Cross-border online pitching events
with selected startups from 4 countries

Study visits for angels in 4 partners’ 
countries to get to know local angels

Online investors trainings & experience
sharing sessions, supplementing knowledge 
in the field of investments

Cross-border Investment Guidebook, 
covering 4NGELS markets specifics, 
ecosystem stakeholders mapping and more

Opportunity to participate in cross-
border pilot syndicates, organized by 
4NGELS

+1000
Business Angels

+€500m 
invested

+7 750
investments

Participation in biggest startup events
in 4 countries in order to aquire knowledge
about the markets and startups

https://estban.ee/
https://fiban.org/
https://www.cobinangels.com/
https://poslovniangeli.si/en/home/
https://civitta.com/
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